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Introduction 

 
I have produced this guide after receiving many requests from teachers asking me for advice on how they can 
improve Computing in their schools to make it outstanding. 
 
You can find free downloadable copies of all my Computing lesson resources for Years 1-6 on my website 
simonhaughton.typepad.com. 
 
Please let me know if you have found any of my ideas useful or have any suggestions for additional chapters 
that I could include in future updates! 
 
Enjoy! 
 
Simon Haughton 
 
 
 
 

 
 

E-mail: simonhaughton@ymail.com 
 
 
 
 
Version 7.2 (March 2018) 
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Designing a Computing curriculum 

 
Whilst there are likely to be national, statutory Computing requirements that children must be taught, it is 
important to remember that teachers have control over how they are delivered in their individual schools to 
best develop their own children's learning and to make the most of the resources which they have available. 
 
A Computing curriculum should set minimum standards that all children should achieve in the subject during 
their time at school. It should also ensure that the children learn Computing skills over a variety of areas to 
enable them to gain confidence in doing a range of Computing tasks (i.e. they should have access to a broad 
and balanced curriculum). 
 
For example, a Computing curriculum could be divided up into four strands: 
 

 Information Technology: using software to create documents and multimedia content that may be 
viewed either on screen or as printed hard copies; 

 Digital Literacy: skills to use the Internet effectively and safely; 

 Computer Science – Theory: the knowledge behind how computers, the programs running on them 
and networks work; 

 Computer Science – Programming: the skills to instruct computers to complete tasks both on screen 
and with physical devices. 

 
Each strand should be accompanied with an outline of the types of tasks that are associated with it, like is 
shown in this diagram: 
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Computing attainment expectations 

 
Whilst Most curriculum documents will also give some indication of how children's Computing capabilities 
must improve and progress as they grow older. Often this is done by creating skills lists or attainment targets 
for each year group/grade like shown in the examples on the following pages which list the knowledge, skills 
and understanding requirements in columns for children working: towards, at and above age-related 
expectations in each strand of the curriculum. 
 
Notice how the levels of complexity increase across the school, enabling teachers to be able to set 
appropriately challenging expectations in their Computing lessons so that children can show excellent 
capabilities by the time they leave. 
 
Such documents should never make any reference to specific pieces of software or hardware - since they are 
constantly evolving and changing, it's necessary to have a set of expectations which can easily be transferred 
and applied to new technologies as and when they become available. 
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Creating a Computing scheme of work 

 
A Computing scheme of work should explain how a Computing curriculum is intended to be taught in a school. 
In its simplest form, it lists a number of Computing activities (which use different pieces of hardware and 
software) that match with the requirements of the subject, grouped into (or across) different year 
groups/grades. 
 
Below is an example of a table that has been created with different columns for each year group/grade into 
which the names of different programs, apps and devices and/or brief descriptions of learning activities have 
been placed according to how challenging they are considered to be to use: 
 

 
Since some tasks have lots of expectations associated with them (e.g. creating a document), some programs 
and apps could be shown to be repeated over different year groups/grades to allow children to be given 
enough opportunities to master all the tools available within them. 
 
Each year group/grade only needs to have about a dozen programs and apps associated with it though 
because the children will probably either do long projects using them (which span several lessons) or be 
expected to regularly use them for different tasks during the year (so that they have enough chances to 
consolidate their skills in working in them). 
 
A scheme of work is a fairly flexible document that can be refined when needed - new software added, old 
software references removed etc. This has be done in consultation with the staff being asked to teach each 
year group/grade however to ensure that there is a consistent approach being delivered across the school and 
that software is being pitched and shared out appropriately (for instance, many schools like all their children 
to use the same web browser or word processing software). 
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Writing long term plans for Computing 

 
A long term plan for Computing should be created for each year group/grade which organises when the 
programs, apps, devices and tasks outlined in the scheme of work are going to be taught or covered. 
Sometimes this might be done by allocating them to specific terms/semesters but it can also be done on a 
week-by-week basis so that the exact number of lessons which are available to cover everything in can be 
seen clearly. This should be a working document that is constantly tweaked, changed and modified to take 
into account of: 
 

 new hardware and software that is released; 

 new inspiring lesson ideas that teachers have; 

 timetabling issues (i.e. the number and duration of Computing lessons each class is getting). 
 
Whilst Computing lessons should focus on developing Computing capability, a meaningful context can 
sometimes be applied to them to help keep the children interested and engaged - linking tasks to: humanities 
themes (e.g. history and geography topics), school events (e.g. trips and celebrations) and the world of 
industry works well, for instance may helped to make the learning outcomes more relevant for some pupils. 
The more discrete Computing tasks (e.g. those in the ‘Computer Science – Theory’ strand of a curriculum), 
meanwhile, can then be delivered when more practical work is going on in other lessons (e.g. work on 'forces' 
or 'separating materials' in science topics). For these reasons, it can also be helpful to make a note of what 
topics are being studied and when so that lessons can be planned to link in with them accordingly. 
 

 
 
Another thing to consider when writing a long term plan is the need to teach basic skills right at the start of 
the year - such as: typing skills, word processing skills and how to use the school's learning platform - and to 
leave the more challenging tasks (which could combine several different programs or apps together into a 
longer project) until towards the end. The last few lessons of a term could be left for delivering one-off 
discrete lessons or ones which a bit more light-hearted as everyone starts to 'wind-down' a bit. 
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Writing medium term plans for Computing 

 
Not every school writes medium term plans and the amount of detail required in them could be debatable. 
 
One definition of a medium term plan is just a short paragraph or bulleted list that outlines the Computing 
knowledge, skills and understanding that the children in a particular year group/grade will be taught over a 
period of several weeks (e.g. a half-term/semester) to enable them to work towards meeting their age-related 
expectations. 
 
They can be useful for collating together with other subjects' medium term plans to create a curriculum 
overview document to share with parents and to publish on the school website to help keep various 
stakeholders aware of what teaching and learning is currently going on. 
 
Here are some example Computing extracts from a medium term curriculum overview document: 
 
 

 
 

Computing 
 To debug their own program, explain the different 

command types used in it and evaluate it when done. 

 To compare digital communication methods, including 

when they are appropriate to use. 

 To explain the features of a strong password. 

 To explore photo editing tools. 

  

Year 3 

Year 5 

Computing 
 To combine procedures in a LOGO program to draw a 

compound picture. 

 To create games and apps that include variables in 

them (e.g. as a score counter or timer). 

 To use repeat events in programs. 

 To debug any errors in programs. 

  

Year 4 

Computing 
 To design and program a games with conditional 

events, variables and random numbers. 

 To research localities using a digital map and use 

advanced tools in it like route finders. 

 To develop spreadsheets skills, writing formulae to 

solves mathematical problems. 

  

Year 6 

Computing 
 To design and program computer games that include 

variables (e.g. for a score counter or timer) and add 

commands which change object properties (e.g. the 

speed and direction of a moving car). 

 To use generate random numbers in code. 

 To test and debug errors found in programs. 

Computing 
 To identify the main internal components of a 

computer. To name and compare common input and 

output devices of computer systems. 

 To describe uses of technology beyond school. 

 To explain how to stay safe online and where to go for 

help or support. 

Year 1 & 2 
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Writing Computing lesson plans 

 
The intention of a Computing lesson is to give children the opportunity to develop and improve their 
Computing knowledge, skills and understanding. As these will be different for each year group/grade, the 
lesson plan should make it clear how the requirements of the work set will be pitched at an appropriate level 
of challenge to best meet their needs. One way to do this is to make reference to the Computing curriculum 
that is being following as it should outline the age-related Computing capability expectations that children 
need to learn in order of progression. 
 
Schools will usually require a certain amount of detail within a lesson plan but some things which can be 
useful to include are: 
 

 a clear learning intention/objective that all pupils should achieve in the lesson (which focuses solely on 
Computing capability and not the context of the lesson/other subjects); 

 a list of resources that will be needed (so that they can be checked-off when preparing the lesson on 
the day); 

 an overview of how the lesson is going to be structured to ensure children are learning throughout 
(e.g. starter - main teaching - independent activities – plenary, including suggested timings); 

 an outline of how the lesson will be differentiated for children who choose to work below/at/above 
age-related expectations so they can easily see where they’re at in their learning and what their next 
steps/targets are; 

 a list of open-ended questions that the children could be asked (to allow their understanding to be 
assessed and to prompt them into justifying why they are choosing to combine Computing skills in a 
certain way to complete a task); 

 a statement explaining how the inclusion of every child's needs will be promoted and supported (e.g. 
by giving more assistance to those children with special educational needs or by adapting tasks to 
make them more accessible for different learning styles); 

 how other adults in the room can assist and support the teacher effectively by being given directed 
roles (e.g. to work with a focus group). 

 
Remember that a plan is only a guide for how to deliver a lesson – teachers should use their professional 
judgement to change it if needed to keep the pace of learning flowing, such as: to add extra challenges, 
provide more modelling of processes, give more time to allow more children to complete work to a 
satisfactory standard etc. 
 
Whilst a consistent approach to structuring a lesson provides routine for children, do remember that 
delivering things in ‘different’ creative ways can make them more memorable – a Computing lesson could 
involve doing an ‘unplugged’ activity for example which doesn’t actually involve working on a computer. 
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Displaying slides in Computing lessons 

 
Producing slides for each part of a Computing lesson to project onto a board can be helpful to ensure the 
teacher delivers all their planned elements to the class and doesn’t need to recall everything from memory. A 
lesson slideshow could contain: 
 

 some settling tasks for children to do at the start whilst everybody arrives (e.g. login to a learning 
platform, save some images from online to include in their work later, complete a paper-based activity 
about vocabulary being covered in the lesson); 

 references to prior learning (e.g. screenshots of work the class has done in a previous lesson); 

 a description of the purpose of the learning (e.g. the aim of the task and/or how it will be useful 
beyond school); 

 links to any video clips/websites to show; 

 key questions to ask (to check understanding and clarify misconceptions). 
 
It can be extremely useful to leave up a slide describing the lesson’s learning intention and your differentiated 
expectations whilst children are working so they know what they need to do to achieve it successfully. This 
gives the children a point of reference for if they get stuck and also makes it clear what work is going on to 
any visitors who might arrive in the room part-way through a lesson. 
 
Most Computing tasks can be completed by following these four easy-to-manage (and therefore remember) 
steps which should be modelled and demonstrated to the children during the lesson: 
 

1. Open a specific: app, program or template file on the computer. 
2. Use a combination of tools to create a: pleasing, informative or functional piece of work. 
3. Edit and improve the work to make it better/more effective for the intended audience or purpose. 
4. Save and/or share the work with others (e.g. by: printing it, sending an email or publishing it on the 

school's learning platform). 
 
In this sequence, step two can be further broken down into a series of 'I can...' statements of increasing 
difficulty in line with the working towards/at/above age-related expectations. These could be labelled as: 
'good', 'great' and 'super'. By listing what: all children must, some children should and a few children could be 
expected to do by the end of the lesson, it shows how the task is being clearly differentiated so that every 
child is appropriately challenged to develop their Computing capability whilst still being able to successfully 
meet the learning intention. Also, letting the children themselves choose what level they want to work at 
allows them to take ownership in their learning and appreciate what they themselves need to do in order to 
work better and improve. 
 
The language used on these slides should be child-friendly and be written using just short words or phrases 
(so that they are easy to read and so that as much content as possible can be fitted onto them). Important 
Computing vocabulary could be highlighted too, perhaps in a different colour so that the words/phrases stand 
out from the rest of the text. 
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Computing lesson tips 

 
Here are several strategies that can work well during Computing lessons to help keep the children working on-
task and to the best of their abilities: 
 

 skills checklists - give each child a list of Computing skills on a sheet of paper which they can check-off 
as they complete a longer project to allow them to easily track their progress; 

 

 
 

 peer-assessment - part-way through a task, ask the children to look at somebody else's work to give 
them some feedback (e.g. using 'two stars and a wish') either on a mini whiteboard or in space on a 
skills checklist sheet (children can also use this opportunity to borrow ideas that they find inspiring to 
copy in their own work); 

 

 
 

 WAGOLLs - show the class an example of 'what a good one looks like' and discuss its good features so 
that they can clearly see what they are being expected to achieve/produce by completing the task 
successfully (these could be produced by the teacher before/during the lesson or examples of work 
the teacher has spotted that shows an element of great work being done); 

 mini-plenaries - take time to pause during the main activity part of a lesson to: check current levels of 
understanding, assess current progress against the success criteria, address any misconceptions and to 
recap on how to do any skills that children seem to be finding confusing to do. 
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Encouraging independent and co-operative learning in Computing lessons 

 
Children should be expected to work as independently as they can during a lesson so that they can 
demonstrate their ability to complete the Computing task and achieve the learning intention on their own 
(with adults only needing to intervene when necessary to give targeted support to those who require it or to 
respond to a technical issue). They should be challenged to preserve and attempt to solve problems on their 
own - this is an especially important skill when the frequency at which new technologies get released is 
considered, each with a brand new user interface and buttons on it that need learning before it can be used. 
 
Presuming that the task has been prepared well enough, the children should: have already have been shown 
where the different tools are in a piece of software, be able to view a 'steps to success' slide projected 
somewhere in the room which reminds them of what the steps needed to be successful are and have a 
reasonable idea of how to access the help guide in the software being used to search for solutions to any 
problems themselves which they might encounter. 
 
Co-operative learning involves children being given opportunities to collaborate with others in their class to 
both improve and consolidate their subject expertise. Activities which get all the children actively engaged in 
doing something are the best examples since they help to make full use of what is often precious lesson time. 
Such activities could include children: 
 

 coaching a partner how to do a particular Computing skill; 

 contributing to a collaborative activity; 

 quizzing each other on their knowledge of a topic (e.g which they must use their Internet research 
skills to help correctly answer); 

 children sharing their ideas with each other on how to use Computing tools to best effect or 
interesting discoveries they have made that others might want to explore too; 

 talking to a partner for a set period of time about a particular topic (e.g. the Computing skills needed 
to successfully complete a task) who then recounts what has been said before the roles are then 
reversed. 

 
Children should be praised for showing effort in lessons – working independently and co-operatively with 
others to improve their Computing knowledge, skills and understanding. Rewards should be given throughout 
the lesson as positive re-inforcements to keep the class working well in line with the school’s behaviour policy, 
making sure the receivers (along with others in the room) know the reasons why such rewards are being 
distributed. Examples of rewards include: stickers, house points and being given responsibilities (e.g. 
collecting up sheets at the end). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Before you ask for help, follow the 3 steps: 

 
1. Think – Can you work through the 

problem? 
2. Persevere – Is there another way? 

3. Teamwork – Can your partner or friends 
help you? 
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Personalising learning in Computing lessons 

 
Personalising lessons means providing teaching and learning opportunities that match children's individual 
needs and interests. In Computing, this could involve children choosing: 
 

 the context for a particular piece of work (e.g. programming a game using characters or a theme they 
pick themselves); 

 which software they want to learn about or further develop their skills in using. 
 
Giving children the chance to make decisions like these: allows them to have more involvement in how their 
own learning progresses, gives them greater ownership of their work so it’s more individual and makes the 
lesson seem more appealing to them. 
 
It is important that whilst facilitating such flexibility within your lessons that you still focus on improving 
children’s Computing capability and supporting them to hopefully meet if not exceed their age related 
expectations. 
 
One approach to personalise Computing lessons is to give the children a grid of several different Computing 
tasks from which they must select a few to complete independently. The purpose and intended audience of 
each should be clearly outlined - some could be linked to current class topics; others could allow children to 
be more creative in what they produce - along with a suggested length of time they should spend completing 
them (to encourage a decent quality of work to be produced). By limiting them to a selection like this, it 
means that resources can be well prepared beforehand (e.g. LI slides explaining the differentiated success 
criteria for each task and photos or facts for the children to include in their work), whilst still letting children 
have some freedom in what Computing they do (but not too much meaning that they waste time at the start 
just comparing software). 
 
Children could be given a grid to record and track their progress on, including what Computing skills they have 
learnt or discovered and how they would self-assess their finished work. Feedback using the 'two stars and a 
wish' criteria could also be written on this sheet as well. 
 

 
 
Safe online behaviours and the use of good English would still need to be promoted regularly, as in all 
Computing lessons. 
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Assessing Computing capability 

 
Computing assessment involves finding out how well children understand the theory behind different topics 
and how capable they are at being able to implement Computing skills successfully (including how well they 
can combine them together into a series of processes to achieve an effective outcome to a task). 
 
With teachers rightly wanting to spend lesson times actually teaching and supporting children so that they 
develop their Computing capabilities, the most practical and common forms of assessment in 
primary/elementary schools are therefore to systematically ask the children questions (usually verbally rather 
than written) in order to check their levels of Computing knowledge and understanding and to look at each 
child's final, finished pieces of work afterwards in order to carefully judge how well it meets the needs of a 
task (with regards to: quality, fitness for purpose and in comparison with others in the class). This may be: at 
the end of every 'normal’ Computing lesson, at stages during work on a project (to check that work is being 
done as expected), at the end of longer, more 'integrated' projects (to assess how independently the children 
have worked on it) or by using specialist Computing assessment software (that gives the children a series of 
on-screen tests to do which it automatically marks). 
 
Ideally, observations should also be made of how children work to complete tasks during Computing lessons 
in order to help get full, accurate assessments of them. An interesting example to illustrate the reasoning 
behind this is a child who appears to have only used basic painting tools when creating a picture on the 
Computer might have actually tried out a variety of more complex tools beforehand but decided that they 
weren't really needed to produce the artistic effects which they desired in this particular picture. Indeed, the 
ability to select Computing tools appropriate to the task and to: evaluate, modify and refine their work in 
progress are actually quite higher-order skills that can unfortunately sometimes be missed if not careful. The 
approach that children take to do tasks is just as important as the outcomes which they produce. 
 
Schools will likely have different requirements for reporting attainment in relation to the Computing 
curriculum being followed but popular methods include: 
 

 verbally discussing each child’s Computing capability with their parents at meetings, including their 
attitude to learning the subject and their behaviour in lessons; 

 recording each child’s Computing attainment and effort as grades into a spreadsheet-like piece of 
software (e.g. to signify whether they are working: towards, at or above age-related expectations) at 
set intervals during the year to enable their progress to be tracked over time; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 producing a written, summative statement of each child’s performance and achievements in the 
subject at the end of a term/semester to send home to parents (possibly along with copies of their 
attainment and effort grades too); 

 creating a portfolio showcasing Computing work done for a particular curriculum strand or by a 
particular class (including: works-in-progress, final outcomes and photographs), annotated to help 
contextualise it. 

Attainment 

Above At Working Towards 

Well above age-related 
expectations 

 
Working towards age-related 

expectations 

Effort 

A* A B C D E 

Self-motivated 
and working 
to the best of 
their ability 

 
Not motivated 
and unwilling 

to learn 
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Assessment is redundant however if it isn't responded to so teachers should make sure that they: take 
onboard any parental concerns which are raised, listen to comments made by senior leaders in school based 
on their analysis of Computing results data and ensure that children are given new targets to achieve that 
build on their prior capabilities (not lead to unnecessary repetition) when planning future Computing lessons. 
 
It is also important to remember the value in giving immediate, direct feedback to children whilst they are 
working too so that they know how well they are doing and what they need to do to get better.  
 

ACTION  -  CHALLENGE  -  QUESTION 
 
Formative assessment - which should happen continuously during lessons (such as through regular 
observation and questioning) - can be useful for finding out how well children are currently working so that 
immediate changes can be made to the original plans to directly impact upon their learning and ensure that 
everyone's Computing capabilities improve (e.g. intervening by: giving them more choice over the context for 
the task to help interest/engage them more, re-demonstrating a process or setting easier/more challenging 
expectations for certain children). 
 
Lastly, 'gamifying' Computing assessment is a strategy that has grown in popularity in recent years. This 
involves children being given skills checklists for a range of different Computing tasks which they can work 
towards achieving and ticking-off independently. When they have successfully met all the skills requirements 
for a particular level, they are then awarded with a badge or sticker (physically and/or digitally) to recognise 
this fact. Like in a computer game, the children compete to be awarded different badges or stickers to show 
that they have mastered something and they can clearly see the path that they need to follow to make further 
improvements and progress. 
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Displaying Computing work 

 
An effective learning environment should create a welcoming atmosphere for children and set the scene for 
purposeful learning. 
 
Computing displays on walls should: 
 

 showcase examples of tasks done in lessons to allow everyone in the room to appreciate it; 

 foster motivation and discussion around various aspects of Computing; 

 support children's learning; 

 show variety in both their content and presentation; 

 be changed at regular intervals throughout the year (e.g. each term/semester). 
 
To help stimulate and support children's learning, good features of Computing displays therefore include: 
 

 the title of the unit of work; 

 a short description of what the learning intentions and/or task outcomes were; 

 an outline of what the established success criteria for the work was (possibly shown by annotating 
what a good piece of Computing work looks like); 

 names and definitions of key vocabulary terms; 

 named examples of children's work (presented as: a recount - 'First we did this...', 'Next we did this...' 
etc., examples of works in progress to illustrate the editing process or examples of completed tasks to 
show the final outcomes); 

 interactive questions to engage the audience (preferably that can be accessed/understood by people 
who haven't been involved in the unit of work - e.g. 'Can you spot...?' 'How have the children...?' 'Why 
do you think...?'). 

 

 

 

 

 
Schools often require work to be chosen for display because of its quality or effort and expect it to be 
mounted onto coloured paper so that it looks attractive. It should also be displayed neatly so that it can be 
read easily by other children (at their eye-level and at a distance) and to show respect for the original creator. 
Displays should be planned by teachers but the children could help in designing elements to include on them. 
They could be put up either during a unit of work as it progresses or at the end of it. 
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Some teachers also like to put up their own Computing posters around their classroom to stay permanently 
displayed throughout the year. These might contain: an overview of the school's Computing curriculum, 
definitions of key words/phrases and rules that children need to follow (e.g. to stay safe on the Internet): 
 

  
 
Computing work may also be displayed on TV screens around the school to further promote and celebrate 
work done in the subject – slideshows of photos, videos of work produced, scrolling Twitter timelines etc. 
 
Lastly, here is an example of a Computing alphabet card that can be useful to display (or even laminate mini 
copies of) to assist younger children in finding the different buttons on a computer keyboard (which are 
usually unhelpfully labelled using capital letters in a font very different from the handwriting style they are 
probably asked to use in literacy lessons): 
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Facilitating Computing learning outside of the classroom 

 
Here are a few strategies that can be effective in helping to promote children's learning and their engagement 
with the subject outside of the classroom: 
 

 allow children to access school Computing resources at breaks and dinner times to work on (their own) 
enrichment projects; 

 share links to resources used in lessons for children to access and further investigate at home (e.g. 
template files, 'learning intention' slides, website links to download programs/apps etc.); 

 provide a method through which children can share work done at home with others to give it an 
audience (e.g. via a blog or learning platform); 

 include Computing activities as part of set homework (e.g. give them a selection of tasks from which 
they must choose a certain number to do, depending on their own personal preference or resources 
that they have available at home); 

 run an after school club for parents and their children to attend so that they have the chance to use 
specialist resources that they might not have at home and the opportunity to ask teachers any 
technical Computing questions; 

 give each class a weekly challenge question related to the previous or next lesson (which may require 
them to do some pre-lesson research), with all those who correctly answer being placed into a raffle to 
win a small prize as a reward/incentive for others to join in next time; 

 promote a 'Website or App of the Week' which either a teacher or a child has found - a great way to 
publicise new releases and to share interesting software/tools that probably wouldn't be allocated full 
Computing lessons to be shown. 

 
It is also popular for schools with large, less-specialised staff to recruit gifted and talented Computing pupils 
into a ‘Digital Leaders’ group. These children would meet throughout the year to test new devices/apps and 
be available at various times of the day to help/advise/support their peers and school staff. 
 
Another idea is for older Year 6/Grade 5 children to be part of a ‘Technology Team’ whereby they: meet 
weekly to do an activity which would be unsuitable to do in a whole class lesson (e.g. robotics or electronics 
work), help out running equipment in school (e.g. a sound system or a laptop during assemblies) and use 
technology to publicise things happening in school (e.g.  tweeting events).
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Writing a Computing policy 

 
A school's Computing policy should describe how teaching and learning of the subject corresponds with its 
mission statement and how both its Computing curriculum and resources are managed. Questions that could 
be answered in a Computing policy include: 
 

 What is the school's vision for Computing? What are your aims for pupils? 

 How is an excellent ethos and attitude towards Computing developed? 

 How is pupils’ social, moral, spiritual and cultural development covered in Computing? 

 What are the roles of different adults responsible for developing or teaching Computing (such as: 
governors/school board members, the senior management team, the Computing co-ordinator, 
teachers and support staff)? 

 How does the school provide and monitor that a broad and balanced Computing curriculum is being 
delivered? 

 How is Computing assessed and recorded? 

 How is the: planning, teaching and assessing of Computing monitored (work scrutinies, observations, 
pupil interviews etc.)? 

 How are risks associated with Computing equipment safely managed? How are people made aware of 
any safety guidelines? 

 How does the school provide equal opportunities for all children (including: addressing gender issues, 
adapting resources for left/right-handed children and ensuring that disabled children can access 
Computing equipment)? 

 How are staff supported/given professional development to improve their Computing skills? 

 How are new software and hardware needs identified and met (including how best value for money is 
ensured)? 

 How are Computing problems reported and fixed? 

 What does the school do to help minimise the environmental impact caused by using computers? 
 
Some schools will like to write an e-safety policy as well to explain how they safeguard against any possible 
online threats such as: viruses, cyber-bullying and hacking. 
 
Questions that may be answered in an e-safety policy include: 
 

 What is described as safe and appropriate use of ICT in school? Are there any rules? 

 What are the school’s rules for publishing material online? Are there any rules for social media use? 

 How does the school ensure data protection regulation are followed? 

 What steps are taken to educate children about the need to follow sensible rules for personal safety 
online and to take responsibility for their own Internet access?  

 How is the school's Internet service filtered? 

 How, what, when and where is data backed up? 

 What systems should be followed for staff/children to seek help/advice if they encounter content 
online which makes them feel upset, worried or uncomfortable? 

 How will unsafe or inappropriate online behaviours be dealt with when they are encountered? 
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Producing a Computing action plan 

 
A Computing action plan should be created each year to outline what strategies the school intends to put in 
place to: maintain, develop and improve the teaching and learning of Computing. 
 
It may include targets or objectives that require: 
 

 a more broad and balanced Computing curriculum with relevant cross-curricula link to be delivered; 

 Computing to be kept appropriately resourced; 

 the level of attainment in Computing to be improved (in particular year groups/grades and/or amongst 
a certain group of children); 

 staff to develop their Computing skills and/or style for teaching the subject; 

 greater opportunities for teachers to observe each other (including between schools); 

 the curriculum to be tweaked in response to any pupil discussions/questionnaires that have taken 
place (e.g. children’s prior experiences outside of school and their perceptions of what strands need 
more/less teaching time or which interest them more/less); 

 more opportunities to be made available for Computing learning beyond the classroom. 
 
Each target should then be accompanied with an explanation of: 
 

 whose responsibility it will be to implement/lead the action; 

 an estimate of when or for how long the action will take place; 

 what the criteria for measuring its impact/success will be; 

 what resources will need to be purchased or created to meet its requirements (remembering that 
money can be saved by doing some lessons as carousel activities with children rotating between 
different pieces of hardware when the school can only afford one or two of each one); 

 how it will impact upon the school’s budget and/or timetabling of staff; 

 who will be responsible for: observing, monitoring and scrutinising it's implementation. 
 

 
 
The action plan should be referred to regularly to check how effectively it is being implemented, before being 
finally reviewed and evaluated at the end of the year to determine how much Computing in the school has 
been improved because of it. 
 
A three-year strategic calendar for the subject may also be useful to create, outlining what the school’s very 
long term plan for Computing is in each term/semester. It should briefly list the intentions for: improving the 
curriculum, refining planning documents, doing staff development, monitoring and evaluation, assessment, 
subject leadership actions and extra curricular opportunities. 

 


